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Our Postal Past.
by Martin Petrie, Kilninver.
Some may have noticed that the red phone box at Kilninver has recently been
repainted. Although the phone inside has gone, the landowner has ensured
that the box itself remains in situ. Presently, I’ve been trying to gather some
information for display inside the box. For those who don’t know, these
iconic red boxes of Britain’s landscape were originally designed by Giles
Gilbert Scotti and this K6 design was introduced to commemorate George V’s
silver jubilee year 1935. Thousands like Kilninver’s were made at the Lion
Foundry, Kirkintilloch. Although I’m unaware when the box arrived at
Kilninver it came as a surprise to see it listed as a category B building dated
1989. These kiosks are often at the site of another iconic part of British life
and society, the local Post office.

Kilninver Telephone box and former post office.
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The origins of the Royal Mail ultimately date back to Henry VIII and his
appointment of the Master of the Posts in 1516. By 1635 Charles I opened
up the post to the public whereby the recipient paid the postage. Later in
1657 during Cromwell’s Protectorate an act was passed to set the postage
rates in England, Scotland and Ireland. In 1660 with the restoration of the
monarchy, Charles II established the General Post Office and many of
Cromwell’s acts were dropped. In 1680 a Penny Post appeared in London but
became so successful the government took it over. Gradually many contracts
were set to expand and improve the post countrywide. Successive
Governments increased postal rates and enjoyed it as a form of revenue to
fund the likes of the Napoleonic Wars. In the beginning, Scotland had few
postal towns as well as poor roads, and it was quite some time before mail
coaches were established north of the border but by 1708 there were 34 postal
towns in Scotland. A 1765 act allowed mail coaches and horses to go free on
toll roads but by 1813 Turnpike Trustees had successfully campaigned to have
the act repealed. Some Members of Parliament were guilty of abusing their
privilege of being allowed to frank and send mail for free. By the 1830’s
people were fed up with exorbitant postal costs, and eventually Government
reform was contemplated.
It must be remembered that before Rowland Hill’sii reforms in 1840 it was a
very different service. Letters had been charged by distance travelled and the
number of sheets enclosed, as well as the recipient having to pay. This caused
many cases of refusing delivery or disputing the cost. Examples of crossed
letters survive, which involved writing horizontally then vertically on a single
sheet as the price doubled for every sheet added; but they could be extremely
difficult to read. The idea of a prepaid post available to anyone across the
country would formalise the whole system, ensure fairness as well as lessen
the chance of the system being abused.
Kilninver was lucky enough to be part of an early Penny Post before many
other towns or rural areas. The early penny post meant sending letters
became affordable between local towns without coming under the distance
charges. In 1824 an application was made to introduce a Penny Post between
Oban and Easdale. Post runners were appointed to take mail from Oban to
Easdale. Just before the reforms on 27 th September 1839 Lord Breadalbane’s
factor posted a letter to Edinburgh that illustrated how charges added up iii..
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From Easdale the post went by foot to Oban, then gigs and horseback rides to
Glasgow, then mail coach to Edinburgh, costing 10d plus 1d at Oban and a
further Scottish 1/2d tax introduced in 1813. Quite expensive for a single
sheet of paper ! On the 10th January 1840 the uniform prepaid Penny Post
based on a penny per half ounce rate was established and was soon followed
by the first adhesive postage stamp, the Penny Black, on the 6th May 1840.
In 1855 Kilmelford residents were petitioning for an increase in their post
from three days a week to six days a week for the service between Kilninver
and Barbreck. In a letter written on 20 th February 1857, Lord Breadalbane’s
factor Alex Pitcairn was trying to organise someone to take on the postal
duties at Kilninver. He did not see this as an onerous task although applicants
were few and with the salary small it was “difficult to find a respectable party
who will be troubled with it”iv. One applicant was a poor reader and could
not write, the other was “a nice person” 30 year old Matilda McNiven from
Kilninver Farmhouse. The 1861 census records for the first time a
postmaster, Arthur Graham, actually living on the site. It wasn’t until 1883
that letter carriers were formerly called postmen with the introduction of the
parcel post service. During these mid century years the Post Office expanded
greatly with improving education and with this solid form of communication
the amount of letters increased rapidly. Mail boxes, telegraph offices and
other new services appeared, including a 1/2d rate for postcards in 1894. The
uniform Penny Post rate continued until 1918.
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The old post office, Kilninver, ca 1899. This is the single storey
whitewashed building nearest the phonebox in the previous photo.
Around 1902 or 1903 a new house and shop were built adjacent to the old
thatched building by Mr Clark, an Oban merchant whose horse van regularly
passed by and who had married Catherine MacDougall, one of the
postmaster’s daughters. Undoubtedly these were some of the heydays at
Kilninver Post Office with coaches stopping regularly, increasing numbers of
Victorian and Edwardian tourists, postcard popularity and general enterprise
bringing a bit of bustle locally. Kilninver Post Office had a long association
with the McDougall family, Alexander being subpostmaster in the 1881
census. Another daughter Sarah began helping her father in the 1880’s and
took over as postmistress until 1943. Some locals remember her niece Jessie
Clarke who ran the shop and post for a further 31 years. Sandy Robertson of
Scammadale remembers back before telephones when a 2 nd or 3rd telegram
had arrived from family members announcing arrival arrangements. Having
missed the glen postie a frustrated Jessie had to decide whether the latest
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missive warranted closing the shop to pedal up the glen. Jessie retired in the
summer of 1974 and Kilninver Estate continued the Post Office for a short
time. Today everyone rushes past these buildings most recognisable by a tall
roadside Monkey Puzzle tree.
Sources and reading
www.earsathome
www.postalheritage.org.uk
www.nas.gov
www.wikipedia
BBC Radio 4 series
Scottish census records
Villages of Northern Argyll
The Easdale Doctor
The Oban Times

Letters from the past
British Postal Museum
GD112-74-282-1
The Peoples Past
Mary Withall, 2004, Birlinn.
Mary Withall, 2006, Birlinn.
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i Giles Gilbert Scott, a successful architect who also designed St. Columba’s Roman

Catholic Cathedral in Oban.
ii Rowland Hill a teacher, inventor, and social reformer who campaigned for postal

reform based on prepayment. He became Secretary to the Postmaster General and was
later knighted.
iii The

letter tells his Lordship’s solicitor of a visit by the engineer Mr. Stevenson Jnr.
looking for suitable stone at the quarries in Loch Feochan. Some stamp experts agree
that the letter was overcharged by a penny.
iv GD112-74-282-1 This was one of a large number of letters flowing in and out of the

area concerning Lord Breadalbane’s estates and land holdings, as well as other business
interests such as the Slate quarries.

I thank D. Kilpatrick for the photograph of the old post office.
Address for correspondence: Martin Petrie, Lodge Cottage, Kilninver PA34 4UT.

